
YOUR FEEDBACK

If you have questions or feedback - please speak 
to one of the team here today - we will be happy 
to answer any questions that you may have. 
There will be many opportunities throughout the 
process to engage with the team, however, if you 
would like further information please contact us 
via the following.

Go on our 
website
www.milton-keynes.
gov.uk/housing

Email us at
regeneration@milton-
keynes.gov.uk

Call us on
07771388051

Follow us on 
Facebook
@regenerationMK
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WHAT’S ON TODAY...
• Regeneration story so far
• Wellbeing and employment
• Buildings and open spaces
• How you can get involved
• What you have told us so far
• 4 different approaches for the future of 
Fullers Slade

• Models of typical homes
• Feedback from tenure workshops

WELCOME
REGENERATING FULLERS SLADE



Your MK formed and Fullers 
Slade announced as the first 

regeneration area

BALLOT

24th
June
2017

July
2017

25th
Aug
2017

Sept
2017

06th
Nov
2017

09th
Nov
2017

18th
Nov
2017

26th
Nov
2017

08th
Dec
2017

Exhibition
An exhibition was held in a marquee 

on Spider Park to explain the 
regeneration process and work that 

had been done so far, including what 
residents had told us about Fullers 

Slade.

RSG Workshop
A mini-design workshop session was 
held with the newly formed Residents 

Steering Group (RSG) to test out 
ideas for running the first full co-

design workshop at the end of the 
month.

Exhibition
A public exhibition was held to inform 
residents and interested members of 
the public about progress and how 

residents could get involved. 

Co-Design Workshop
Several different approaches to the 

design of Fullers Slade were explored 
with residents.

Christmas Exhibition
A mini-exhibition was held at the 

Rowans Centre in order to share the 
results of the Co-Design workshop 
and to get views on the emerging 

residents charter.

Fun Day
The regeneration team had a stall 
at the fun day and the Architects, 
Shepheard Epstein Hunter were 

introduced for the first time.Walk & Talk Visits
There were two informal walks 

around Fullers Slade to enable the 
regeneration team to meet residents.

In Your Street Events
A gazebo was erected at various 

locations around Fullers Slade to help 
to ensure that as many people as 

possible knew about the regeneration 
process.

Tour of MK Estates
Various existing new estates in 

MK were visited by coach with FS 
residents, members of the RSG and 
members of the regeneration team 

and architects.

2THE PROCESS
THE REGENERATION STORY SO FAR

What have been the main events 
in the regeneration story of Fullers 
Slade so far.

Milton Keynes Council pause the 
regeneration of Fullers Slade
MK initiated a pause in the regeneration of Fullers 

Slade to review the process and consider an alternative 
approach to future delivery which provided the Council 

with greater control.

Fullers Slade restart
MKC take over delivery of regeneration from Your MK. 

Regeneration visit to Dollis Valley Estate with RSG, 
regeneration team, architects and PPCR.

Jan
2018

Oct
2018

April
2017

Nov
2018

Feb
2019

Design Drop-In Event
Presentation of 4 possible 

approaches.
Discussion of homes and gardens.

Design Drop In Event
Review of 4 possible approaches. 

Models of possible homes. 
Tenure workshop feedback.

Apr-
Sept
2019

Design Drop-Ins
Options week

Oct
2019



3PEOPLE AND PROSPERITY
REGENERATING FULLERS SLADE

o Fullers Slade Economic Regeneration  

• Since our initial engagement with the community, 45 residents have registered for 
employment support.

• The first estate Job Club was created at The Rowans on Tuesday afternoons which 
was followed by a second Club on Wednesdays. These include pop-up recruitment 
events with Allied Care, Asper’s Casino and Prime Care Group.

• To date, 32 people have signed up with a further 13 registered with a specialist 
service of mental health, housing and children and families for help with finding 
work. 

• 17 of these residents are now in paid employment, representing a 38% conversion 
rate (outperforming other government run schemes).

• Engagement is underway with 243 businesses to identify employment 
opportunities for local people.

o Regen-Art-Nation  - Creativity in the HeART of Fullers Slade Community

This exciting project will run for three months in Spring 2019. Stony Stratford Urban 
artist, Luke McDonnell will be working with 12 to 19-year-olds on a three month 
project to create a masterpiece displaying Fullers Slade’s wonderful community spirit 
and beautiful surrounds. The final piece will be transformed into a vinyl wrap to cover 
the portacabin which will become a regeneration hub for the whole community to 
enjoy. 

Art programmes have recognised health and wellbeing benefits as they encourage 
active engagement with the world around us, help people to keep learning, 
connect with each other and contribute to their communities.

o Community Free Fruit & Veg Stall

Fullers Slade Residents Association (FRSA), Regeneration Steering Group (RSG) and 
Milton Keynes Council (MKC) have been working together to launch a new project to 
tackle food poverty. The community fruit and veg stall will be central to Fullers Slade, 
on a weekly basis residents can pick up healthy fruit and vegetables for free. 

This is an exciting initiative which MK Food Bank support and want suppliers of 
surplus fruit and veg. Men In Sheds from Kiln Farm is also supporting the idea by 
making a wooden authentic market stall barrow for the community to present the 
fresh fruit and veg on. A plan to introduce easy recipes and cooking on a budget is 
also on the cards.

Luke McDonnell

Neighbourhood Employment Team (NEP)

Nigel Paterson 
Men in Sheds



Garden Tidy Competition
This competition is scheduled for August and will
be open to all residents. First you take a photo of
your garden as it is now, then work on it and take
another photo showing how you have improved
its appearance. Send in these photos to enter the
competition - dates to be confirmed. Hopefully
seeing your improvements will plant a seed in
other minds… We already have Stony in Bloom
and hopefully we can work together to turn
Fullers Slade into a garden proud estate.

Health and well being
Energie Fitness, NHS Community health and MK
Public Health have all agreed to support us to
provide a number of Health and Wellbeing
projects on the estate. Projects could include
fitness checks - e.g. BMI and weight - satellite
clinic and support groups etc. which will be run in
the portacabin when it opens in the spring.

Takeaway	event
A	second	event	has	been	scheduled	for	Autumn	
2019	(Buy,	Sell,	Swap,	Give	and	Takeaway).

Serco	have	agreed	to	support	another	Takeaway	
event	but	have	requested	some	changes	to	the	
event.		Last	year	we	agreed	to	remove	unwanted	
bulky	items	even	if	residents	didn’t	take	part	in	the	
swap,	sell,	giveaway	aspect	of	the	project.	This	
year	only	those	residents	who	actively	put	items	
out	for	selling,	swapping	or	giving	away	will	have	
their	bulky	items	removed	at	the	end	of	the	day.

FSRA - The	RSG	have	now	established	a	
working	partnership	with	FSRA	for	the	benefit	
of	all	FS	residents	and	will	work	together	on	
small	projects	that	address	the	wider	aspects	
of	regeneration:
• The	official	Easter	reopening	of	Spider	Park	
• #Lovewhereyoulive campaign
• Health	and	Wellbeing	activities	

The	RSG	will	attend	FSRA	meetings	and	
provide	regular	updates.

MKC – The	RSG continues	to	work closely	
with	Debbie	Murray	CPO	for	FS	who	actively	
supports	us	on	a	number	of	positive	
engagement	projects	and	in	particular	on	
addressing	the	Health	and	Well	being	needs	of	
residents.	Debbie	continues	to	go	above	and	
beyond	her	role	to	support	residents	with	a	
whole	range	of	issues.

Regen- a-Tea
Currently	held	on	Wednesdays	1-4pm	at	the	
Rowans	Centre	but	we	will	reintroduce	the	
outdoors	pop-up	when	the	weather	permits.	
Regen-a-tea	offers	a	free	cup	of	tea	and	biscuits	
whilst	having	a	chat	about	
regeneration		latest	and	talk	
about	your	views	and	concerns.		
Keep	a	look	our	for	the	pop	ups	
on	the	sunnier	days!

Fly	Tipping	Poster	campaign
You	may	have	seen	our	
posters	around	the	estate.	
They	seem	to	have	made	
Some	impact	and	feedback	
from	residents	has	been	
positive.	

We	are	also	encouraging	
residents	to	report	anyone	
they	know	is	responsible	for	
fly	tipping.		Also	- and	more	importantly	- we	ask	
any	resident	who	is	guilty	of	fly	tipping	to	think	
about	the	impact	their	actions	have	on	their	
friends	and	neighbours.	

Regen-Art-Nation
This	art	project	– for	
young	people	aged	12	-
19	yrs - will	meet	on	
Tuesday	evenings	
starting	in	March

The Portacabin
Funding	has	been	agreed	for	the	portacabin and	it	
is	scheduled	to	be	in	place	this	spring	enabling	a	
whole	range	of	regeneration	activities	to	start.

The	aim	of	the	project	is	to	design	an	artistic	
wrap	to	go	around	the	portacabin and	young	
people	will	work	with	a	professional	artist	to	
develop	the	art	work.	Good	artistic	skills	aren’t	
necessary	but	a	creative	imagination	is	always	
welcome.		The	register	is	still	open!

x

Partnerships

x

RSG Small projects update

RSG update

Regeneration	sub-committee	meeting	
17.01.2019
The	sub-committee	agreed	the	Fullers	Slade	Key	
Resident	Charter	Principles.		These	principles	are	
an	initial	set	of	expectations	worked	up	from	
comments	raised	by	residents	over	the	last	year	
which	we	wanted	agreed.		They	are	only	the	first	
stage	in	the	process	and	the	RSG	will	be	working	
with	you	going	forward	to	develop	a	set	of	more	
detailed	requirements	to	be	negotiated	with	the	
Council.		The	Charter	Principles	are	available	on	
the	Facebook	page	or	contact	Pamela	from	PPCR.

RSG	Tenure	Specific	Workshops
The	different	tenure	groups	- Private	Tenants,	
Housing	Association	Tenants,	Homeowners	and	
Council	Tenants	- are	each	represented	on	
the RSG, but	as	their regeneration	concerns are	
very	different	the	RSG	decided	to	hold	
workshops	for	each	tenure	and	use	these	as	a	
way	of	bringing	people	together to	share	and	
discuss	their	concerns	and	to set	up an RSG	sub-
group to	represent	the	needs	of	their	tenure	
group	within	the	regeneration	process.	

See	separate	boards	for	each	tenure… 4PEOPLE AND PROSPERITY
REGENERATING FULLERS SLADE

o Regen-A-Tea

Weekly at Rowans Wednesdays 1pm to 4pm or if out in the community we can 
literally pop up anytime, anyplace in our gazebo as long as the weather is permitting. 
As well as updating you on regeneration, we offer support with housing and health 
and wellbeing over a cup of tea.

o NHS Public Health

MKC Community engagement has introduced a self-care group to Fullers Slade RSG, 
they will meet regularly to share information that will encourage good health and 
wellbeing in the community. Plans are also being drawn up to produce a directory of 
all health and wellbeing services across the community for residents.

o Energie Fitness

A local gym on Kiln Farm has been working with the RSG and have pledged their 
service will roll out a regular health and well-being screening on Weight and BMI 
tracking to Fullers Slade residents free of charge.  This will start when the Portocabin 
is in situ.

o A recent quote from the RSG Wellbeing in Fullers Slade
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FULLERS SLADE BUILDINGS AND OPEN SPACES

Fullers Slade Regeneration Timeline
PLAN
Option appraisal and plan development 

DELIVER
Implementation of development 

Whole area assessment 
and engagement 

Develop and evaluate 
options

Demonstrate support and 
decide how to proceed 

Preferred option 
implemented 

• Over  50% households 
engaged 

• Weekly drop-ins, door 
knocking and one to one 
appointments

• Public events
• Residents’ regeneration 

objectives and priorities 
identified 

• Workshops held to 
increase RSG knowledge 
and capacity

• Area analysis completed
• Initial co-design workshop 

• Housing Needs 
Assessment completed

• Residents Charter agreed
• Community Regeneration 

Hub (portacabin) 
operational

• Design approaches 
agreed and tested for 
viability

• Funding model agreed
• 80% engagement target 

achieved

• Residents choose 
preferred option (Ballot)

• Outline planning 
permission secured

• Detailed design 
completed

• Detailed planning 
permission secured

• Contractors on board
• Construction works 

commence








 The Next Steps

Hello I’m Debbie your Community Partnership Officer and I’m here in Fullers 
Slade to support you through your regeneration. I love a chat so if you have 
any questions or concerns please don’t hesitate to contact me. Why not pop 
in to see me in my weekly drop in down at the Rowans, Tues 1pm to 3pm and 
Thursday 10am to 12pm, also available 1st Saturday of the month. See ya!
Email: debbie.murray@milton-keynes.gov.uk
Text/call me on: 07771 388051 
My office number is: 01908 991565  

Get your free CV today!
Please call our friendly team

Chat to us on 01908 252323 or email 
nep@milton-keynes.gov.uk

Weekly Drop in @ Rowans Centre 
13A Moorfoot Fullers Slade Milton 
Keynes MK11 2BD

Every Tue - 1.00pm - 3.00pm 
Every Wed - 5.30pm - 7.30pm  

No Appointment   
Necessary
 

We’re here for you!

   Chair of Fullers Slade  
  Regeneration Steering Group.  

 
Email:   FullersSladeRSG@yahoo.com 
Facebook:  Fullers Slade Regeneration  
  Steering Group (RSG)

Independent Advisor 
Pamela Kovachich
Freephone: 0800 317 066  
or Tel: 07966 595 527
or email pkovachich@ppcr.org.uk

Sylvia 
Airs

The Housing Needs Assessment (HNA), the Residents Charter and the Portacabin are all in progress!

Fullers Slade Regeneration Timeline
PLAN
Option appraisal and plan development 

DELIVER
Implementation of development 

Whole area assessment 
and engagement 

Develop and evaluate 
options

Demonstrate support and 
decide how to proceed 

Preferred option 
implemented 

• Over  50% households 
engaged 

• Weekly drop-ins, door 
knocking and one to one 
appointments

• Public events
• Residents’ regeneration 

objectives and priorities 
identified 

• Workshops held to 
increase RSG knowledge 
and capacity

• Area analysis completed
• Initial co-design workshop 

• Housing Needs 
Assessment completed

• Residents Charter agreed
• Community Regeneration 

Hub (portacabin) 
operational

• Design approaches 
agreed and tested for 
viability

• Funding model agreed
• 80% engagement target 

achieved

• Residents choose 
preferred option (Ballot)

• Outline planning 
permission secured

• Detailed design 
completed

• Detailed planning 
permission secured

• Contractors on board
• Construction works 

commence








 The Next Steps



6RESIDENTS FEEDBACK
PRIVATE TENANTS

Private and Housing Association Tenants

A workshop meeting was held with private tenants on 23rd January 2019.  At the workshop the private 
tenants told us that they felt that lack of clarity regarding the regeneration is destabilising their situation 

on the estate.  Owners are considering selling as prices rise, cutting back on repairs due to the uncertainty, 
raising rents and reducing the contract terms leaving tenants fearful that they will be forced off the estate 

and made homeless.

The Housing Needs Survey
Sixty private tenants took part in the HNA survey and based on their responses: 

 o 76% of private tenanted households include children under the age of 15.  This compares to 55% of Council tenants and  
 45% of Homeowners.

 o It also shows that 32% of private tenanted households include children aged between 15 and 18. This compares with   
 24% of Council tenants and 22% of Homeowners.

 o This suggests that a significantly higher percentage of Private Tenanted households include children than those     
 occupied by either Council tenants or Homeowners.  

The Private and HA tenants workshop

A number of the private tenants at the workshop have children with special needs and are unable to work, 
they also depend on local family members, support networks and services to manage.  Others at the 

meeting cared for and supported parents who live on the estate or nearby. All present appeared to feel 
settled and part of the Fullers Slade community but also incredibly insecure and scared of losing their 

homes on the estate and being made homeless and forced out from Milton Keynes – Fullers Slade is the 
cheapest place to live in MK and if prices rise there may be no other options.

What Private Tenants and HA tenants want

Many of the households want to stay on the estate, some have lived here all their lives and more have friends and family members 
living here.

In the short term

Private tenants welcome the Council’s intention to buy back properties from private landlords who wish to sell to ensure that the ex-
isting tenants are able to remain on the estate.  It is acknowledged that at this stage the Council cannot force a sale.  

If there is redevelopment 

Private tenants want the Council to build affordable homes for rent so they can stay on the estate as tenants of the Council rather 
than private landlords – it is accepted that these would not be secure tenancies.  This option was suggested in the offer produced by 
YourMK a year ago and they want the Council to redevelop this offer.

Housing Association tenants who wish to remain on the estate would also welcome this option if their Housing Association does not 
retain properties on the estate.



7RESIDENTS FEEDBACK
HOMEOWNERS

The Home-owners workshop

At the workshop on Wednesday 6th February the Home-owners voiced frustration at the delays and the 
length of time it is taking to come to a decision.  They also voiced a lack of trust in the Council and the 

regeneration process, they felt that their vote would make no difference and were angry to be in a position 
where their homes could be taken from them.  They were concerned that they still do not have clear 

offers to clarify how regeneration will impact them and this concern relates to both the redevelopment 
option and the refurbishment option which they fear would cause a patchwork of homes that have been 

refurbished and those – including theirs – which have not.

Offer for Homeowners

Although there are no current offers on the table for Fullers Slade, the following offers for Serpentine Court can be seen as a 
starting point for the negotiation on FS. 

In brief, there is a commitment to:

• Ensure that all resident Home-owners who wish to remain home-owners in the area will be supported to do so.
• Discuss individually with each Home owner a solution that best meets their needs. 
• Provide a valuation and buy-back process that is open, equitable and transparent. 
• Offer a range of affordable rehousing options on and around the estate for resident Home-owners and their household 

members. These will include: 

o Open market purchase 
o Shared equity – This allows resident Home-owners to purchase a share in the property - you would not have to pay rent   
 or interest on the share you do not own but would need to invest the value of your existing property and Home Loss    
 Payment. 
o Shared ownership - This allows resident Home-owners to purchase a share in a new property of between 25% and 75% of  
 the full market value – you will pay a lower than market rent on the share that you do not own. 

What Home-owners want 

Home-owners want a clear timeline on the regeneration process and an offer which answers their individual concerns and questions 
such as:

• I need to carry out maintenance works but don’t know if it’s worth doing.
• What happens if I can’t transfer my mortgage to the new property and am not accepted for a new mortgage?
• Why can’t Home-owners keep at least some of their home loss payment to help set up their new home? 
• What about inheritance, I want to leave my home to my children?
• Will non-resident home-owners get a vote in the Ballot?  (There was a feeling that Home-owners rather than their tenants     
 should have the right to vote.)
• I am disabled, will I be supported through the process?
• If there is refurbishment will we be able to invest in getting our homes improved too?

There will be many more questions and Home-owners need to be consulted now to ensure that the final 
offers cover their individual situations.  

In the short term

Home-owners also voiced their frustration and concerns regarding fly tipping and ASB and feel that the Council needs to ensure that 
tenancies are enforced for both Council Tenants and Private Tenants.  It is not seen to be fair that residents have to put up with these 
issues and it was suggested that if they are not tackled before redevelopment – if it happens - there should be a section of the rede-
veloped estate set aside for Home-owners.
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COUNCIL TENANTS

The Council Tenants’ workshop

At the workshop on Wednesday 13th February the Council Tenants voiced frustration at the delays and 
the length of time it is taking to come to a decision.  They also voiced a lack of trust in the Council and the 
regeneration process and were not convinced that the Council would stick to the outcome of the ballot if 
it isn’t the result they want.  All tenants in the hall seemed to want the total demolition approach, they did 

not believe that refurbishment would solve the issues they experience in their homes.  

• Refurbishment - there is no clear proposal at present to show the extent of works which would take place and whether this 
approach would deal with:

o access and environmental issues on the estate such as trees, play areas, pavements, and roads, 
o overcrowding and access for residents forced to sleep in their living rooms because they cannot climb the stairs.  

With an enhanced refurbishment option tenants will be expected to move out whilst work is carried out on their homes. 
Tenants at the workshop did not want to move twice but do need to know where they would be moved to and for how long 
if this option were selected.

• Tenants also thought that the mix of refurbished and non-refurbished properties would look a mess and were quite clear 
that they did not want to move twice.

• Partial redevelopment – tenants were not against this so long as they were not required to remain in the retained homes.

• Redevelopment - Council Tenants at the meeting were keen to see more detail on the size, standards and possible layouts 
of the proposed new homes and wanted to know how parking will be provided and in what form.  

Offer for Council Tenants

Although there are no current offers on the table for Fullers Slade, the following offers for Serpentine Court can be seen as a 
starting point for the negotiation on FS.  In brief: 

• Secure tenants will retain their secure tenancy – including right to buy -and be given the absolute right to a new property 
on Fullers Slade 

• Alternatively they may choose to move to another council property elsewhere in MK
• The rent of the new homes will be set at social rent levels using a Government formula based on the value of the property, 

the size of the property and local income levels.
• Tenants are guaranteed like-for-like homes with the same number of bedrooms but can move to a smaller property if they 

wish.
• Families who are overcrowded will be offered a home suitable for their family size.
• Arrangements will be put in place to meet the needs of adult children and other hidden households either rehousing 

together or separately as secure council tenants where a housing need exists.

What Council Tenants want to know

In addition to the issues already covered, Council tenants want to know how refurbishment or redevelopment options would impact 
their rent and council tax.  Currently Fullers Slade is the cheapest place to live in Milton Keynes for all tenures and tenants need to know 
that they will be able to afford to live here if redevelopment goes ahead. Would it be possible to estimate how rent and Council Tax 
will change?

Tenants also want to know what the new homes would look like and would find it helpful to visit homes built to the same standards.



We hope that this Charter will be supported by Milton Keynes Council and once it is agreed we share it 
with all Fullers Slade Residents to help them understand what they can expect from the regeneration 
going forward and how they can get involved in the process.  

We believe that this initial Charter will answer some of the many questions residents have, and will give 
them more confidence in the process going forward and in the Council’s commitment to a Resident Led 
Regeneration.

The overriding principle is that the regeneration should be resident led and it is vital that the RSG – 
representing all Fullers Slade residents - works in partnership with MKC to ensure that it truly is.

PLEASE TELL US WHAT YOU THINK!

Key principles now agreed by MK Council

• The regeneration is resident led – MKC will work with the RSG/residents at all stages to regularly 
provide and gather information and undertake decisions together.

• Design options will be developed with residents through Co-design and this will continue through 
all stages of the design process.

• No residents will suffer financially, nor should their housing circumstances be made worse as a 
result of the regeneration.

• Regeneration should improve the quality of life of existing FS residents of all tenures regardless of 
which option is selected.

• MKC will work with the RSG/residents to improve their services and will strive to manage the estate 
and tenancies in an exemplary and responsible way.

• Everyone aged 16yrs and over who has lived on the estate for at least a year will be eligible to vote 
in the ballot.

The issues covered respond to concerns raised and recorded through:

• open meetings, 
• surveys 
• drop-ins
• doorstep conversations 
• the HNA surveys.  

The purpose of producing a Residents’ Charter at this stage in the Regeneration is to set out a guide 
for regeneration on the Estate. 

9RESIDENTS CHARTER



PLEASE TELL US WHAT YOU THINK!

If a redevelopment option is selected…

• There will be no reduction in the number of council homes and other affordable housing.

• Existing council tenants will retain their council tenancies. Rents will continue to be set by 
government and though they may go up a little this small increase should be offset by cheaper 
heating.

• All Secure Tenants and Homeowners will receive statutory Home Loss payments - these are not 
taxable.

• All Council tenants and homeowners will receive disturbance costs for expenses associated with 
their move.  This will usually cover removal costs, disconnection and reconnection of appliances, 
phone, internet and satellite, redirection of mail, necessary adaptations and an allowance for 
carpets and curtains if not supplied.

• No residents should be required to move more than once 

• The existing community and its social networks will be protected ensuring that all residents who 
wish to remain on the estate will be supported to find affordable options which allow them to stay 
– regardless of tenure.

• Residents who wish to move elsewhere in Milton Keynes will be supported to do so.

• Homeowners whose homes are to be demolished will be offered early buy back and will be offered 
1:1 meetings to discuss the options available to them.

• If new homes are to be built they should:

o be built to Lifetime Home Standards and adapted as required to specific resident needs.

o ensure that tenants in overcrowded homes are offered replacement homes that meet their needs.

o be as big if not bigger than the existing FS homes.

o provide private external space – gardens, balconies or roof gardens

o provide like for like in terms of bedrooms and access to a garden - unless otherwise requested
 be available in a variety of styles and layouts to meet the needs and preferences of all residents.

10RESIDENTS CHARTER



11PORTACABIN

Portacabin Floor Plan

A temporary portacabin is to be provided for members of the community to meet during the regeneration 
process. The RSG, MKC and commissioned artist will work with young people from the Fullers Slade 
community aged 13-19 through a series of workshops to create a design which will be transferred onto 
the Regeneration Hub (portocabin). The design brief will reflect The Fullers Slade Community Spirit, 
The Green Spaces and the Regeneration of Fullers Slade. 

Local Artist, Luke McDonnell, working with young people on artwork Luke’s previous Queen Eleanor mural 
project in Stony Stratford

This exciting arts project will run for 3 months in spring 2019, Stony Stratford Urban artist Luke 
McDonnell will be working with 12 to 19 year olds to create a masterpiece showcasing Fullers 
Slade’s wonderful community spirit, beloved green spaces, history and regeneration. The final 
piece will be transformed into a vinyl wrap to cover over the Portocabin which will become a 
regeneration hub for the whole community.  This work is expected to run for 3 months and will 
make a positive and lasting impact on Fullers Slade. 

Portacabin Location



Garden Tidy Competition
This competition is scheduled for August and will
be open to all residents. First you take a photo of
your garden as it is now, then work on it and take
another photo showing how you have improved
its appearance. Send in these photos to enter the
competition - dates to be confirmed. Hopefully
seeing your improvements will plant a seed in
other minds… We already have Stony in Bloom
and hopefully we can work together to turn
Fullers Slade into a garden proud estate.

Health and well being
Energie Fitness, NHS Community health and MK
Public Health have all agreed to support us to
provide a number of Health and Wellbeing
projects on the estate. Projects could include
fitness checks - e.g. BMI and weight - satellite
clinic and support groups etc. which will be run in
the portacabin when it opens in the spring.

Takeaway	event
A	second	event	has	been	scheduled	for	Autumn	
2019	(Buy,	Sell,	Swap,	Give	and	Takeaway).

Serco	have	agreed	to	support	another	Takeaway	
event	but	have	requested	some	changes	to	the	
event.		Last	year	we	agreed	to	remove	unwanted	
bulky	items	even	if	residents	didn’t	take	part	in	the	
swap,	sell,	giveaway	aspect	of	the	project.	This	
year	only	those	residents	who	actively	put	items	
out	for	selling,	swapping	or	giving	away	will	have	
their	bulky	items	removed	at	the	end	of	the	day.

FSRA - The	RSG	have	now	established	a	
working	partnership	with	FSRA	for	the	benefit	
of	all	FS	residents	and	will	work	together	on	
small	projects	that	address	the	wider	aspects	
of	regeneration:
• The	official	Easter	reopening	of	Spider	Park	
• #Lovewhereyoulive campaign
• Health	and	Wellbeing	activities	

The	RSG	will	attend	FSRA	meetings	and	
provide	regular	updates.

MKC – The	RSG continues	to	work closely	
with	Debbie	Murray	CPO	for	FS	who	actively	
supports	us	on	a	number	of	positive	
engagement	projects	and	in	particular	on	
addressing	the	Health	and	Well	being	needs	of	
residents.	Debbie	continues	to	go	above	and	
beyond	her	role	to	support	residents	with	a	
whole	range	of	issues.

Regen- a-Tea
Currently	held	on	Wednesdays	1-4pm	at	the	
Rowans	Centre	but	we	will	reintroduce	the	
outdoors	pop-up	when	the	weather	permits.	
Regen-a-tea	offers	a	free	cup	of	tea	and	biscuits	
whilst	having	a	chat	about	
regeneration		latest	and	talk	
about	your	views	and	concerns.		
Keep	a	look	our	for	the	pop	ups	
on	the	sunnier	days!

Fly	Tipping	Poster	campaign
You	may	have	seen	our	
posters	around	the	estate.	
They	seem	to	have	made	
Some	impact	and	feedback	
from	residents	has	been	
positive.	

We	are	also	encouraging	
residents	to	report	anyone	
they	know	is	responsible	for	
fly	tipping.		Also	- and	more	importantly	- we	ask	
any	resident	who	is	guilty	of	fly	tipping	to	think	
about	the	impact	their	actions	have	on	their	
friends	and	neighbours.	

Regen-Art-Nation
This	art	project	– for	
young	people	aged	12	-
19	yrs - will	meet	on	
Tuesday	evenings	
starting	in	March

The Portacabin
Funding	has	been	agreed	for	the	portacabin and	it	
is	scheduled	to	be	in	place	this	spring	enabling	a	
whole	range	of	regeneration	activities	to	start.

The	aim	of	the	project	is	to	design	an	artistic	
wrap	to	go	around	the	portacabin and	young	
people	will	work	with	a	professional	artist	to	
develop	the	art	work.	Good	artistic	skills	aren’t	
necessary	but	a	creative	imagination	is	always	
welcome.		The	register	is	still	open!

x

Partnerships

x

RSG Small projects update

RSG update

Regeneration	sub-committee	meeting	
17.01.2019
The	sub-committee	agreed	the	Fullers	Slade	Key	
Resident	Charter	Principles.		These	principles	are	
an	initial	set	of	expectations	worked	up	from	
comments	raised	by	residents	over	the	last	year	
which	we	wanted	agreed.		They	are	only	the	first	
stage	in	the	process	and	the	RSG	will	be	working	
with	you	going	forward	to	develop	a	set	of	more	
detailed	requirements	to	be	negotiated	with	the	
Council.		The	Charter	Principles	are	available	on	
the	Facebook	page	or	contact	Pamela	from	PPCR.

RSG	Tenure	Specific	Workshops
The	different	tenure	groups	- Private	Tenants,	
Housing	Association	Tenants,	Homeowners	and	
Council	Tenants	- are	each	represented	on	
the RSG, but	as	their regeneration	concerns are	
very	different	the	RSG	decided	to	hold	
workshops	for	each	tenure	and	use	these	as	a	
way	of	bringing	people	together to	share	and	
discuss	their	concerns	and	to set	up an RSG	sub-
group to	represent	the	needs	of	their	tenure	
group	within	the	regeneration	process.	

See	separate	boards	for	each	tenure…
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Together we 
can make a 
difference

02 
Spring 2018

We are looking for new members 
to: 
• Join the RSG
• Join the Small Projects Group
• Join the tenure specific RSG sub-groups
• Help  out when they can

Message to the Council 
from a concerned resident….

Homes that are cold and damp in winter hot and stuffy in 
summer; windows and doors that warp whatever the 
season; pavements that are like funfair rides with more 
lumps ‘n bumps than Mr Bump; lovely trees and plenty of 
green but roots that invade all; a name that is looked 
upon with distaste; one local shop, no school, no doctors; 
no chance of a job within the locality; a landlord who 
seems to have forgotten us and how to manage 
properties and surrounding areas . 

Regeneration they say is what s needed. Ok it started the 
balls rolling and the once thriving community is now split. 
For some it's just their homes, for others its homes and 
local facilities and more, it’s homes, local facilities and the 
local economy. 

Us tenants just want decent homes to live in and decent 
areas for our children and grandchildren to grow up in 
with a decent chance of education and employment. 

Please just come and knock on ours doors just talk to us 
YOUR residents, us who pay our rent and council taxes, us 
who strive in our downtrodden communities who want a 
DECENT life to live .

USEFUL CONTACTS

Fullers Slade Regeneration Steering Group (RSG)
FullersSladeRSG@yahoo.com
Facebook: Fullers Slade Regeneration Steering Group (RSG)

PPCR – Independent Residents Advisors
Contact: Pamela Kovachich - 07966 595 527
Freephone: 0800 317 066, 
E-mail: info@ppcr.org.uk

MKC Community Partnership Officer (CPO) 
Contact Debbie Murray – 07771388051

MKC Housing – 01908 691691

MKC Repairs 
Contact Mears - 03301232522

MKC Housing Neighbourhood Manager
01908 252150

MKC Private Sector Housing 
Contact – 01908 252664

MKC Estate Surveyors - Buy backs
Contact - 01908 254279

MKC Bulky Waste Collections
Contact - 01908 252570

MKC Neighbourhood Employment Programme Contact 01908 
252323

Milton Keynes local ward councillors:
Denise Brunning (Conservative)
Denise.brunning@milton-keynes.gov.uk
01908563492

Jennifer Marklew (Labour)
Jennifer.marklew@milton-keynes.gov.uk
07843012613

Charlie Wilson (Labour)
Charlie.wilson@milton-keynes.gov.uk
07507558315

FSRA (Fullers Slade Residents Association) 
Contact 01908 990897
fullers.slade.ra@gmail.com

Rowans Family Centre – 01908 565852

Stony Town Councillors:
Anne Cryer Whitehead  A.cryerwhitehead@stonystratford.gov.uk
Simon Cherrill  Simon.cherrill@stonystratford.gov.uk
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Garden Tidy Competition
This competition is scheduled for August and will
be open to all residents. First you take a photo of
your garden as it is now, then work on it and take
another photo showing how you have improved
its appearance. Send in these photos to enter the
competition - dates to be confirmed. Hopefully
seeing your improvements will plant a seed in
other minds… We already have Stony in Bloom
and hopefully we can work together to turn
Fullers Slade into a garden proud estate.

Health and well being
Energie Fitness, NHS Community health and MK
Public Health have all agreed to support us to
provide a number of Health and Wellbeing
projects on the estate. Projects could include
fitness checks - e.g. BMI and weight - satellite
clinic and support groups etc. which will be run in
the portacabin when it opens in the spring.

Takeaway	event
A	second	event	has	been	scheduled	for	Autumn	
2019	(Buy,	Sell,	Swap,	Give	and	Takeaway).

Serco	have	agreed	to	support	another	Takeaway	
event	but	have	requested	some	changes	to	the	
event.		Last	year	we	agreed	to	remove	unwanted	
bulky	items	even	if	residents	didn’t	take	part	in	the	
swap,	sell,	giveaway	aspect	of	the	project.	This	
year	only	those	residents	who	actively	put	items	
out	for	selling,	swapping	or	giving	away	will	have	
their	bulky	items	removed	at	the	end	of	the	day.

FSRA - The	RSG	have	now	established	a	
working	partnership	with	FSRA	for	the	benefit	
of	all	FS	residents	and	will	work	together	on	
small	projects	that	address	the	wider	aspects	
of	regeneration:
• The	official	Easter	reopening	of	Spider	Park	
• #Lovewhereyoulive campaign
• Health	and	Wellbeing	activities	

The	RSG	will	attend	FSRA	meetings	and	
provide	regular	updates.

MKC – The	RSG continues	to	work closely	
with	Debbie	Murray	CPO	for	FS	who	actively	
supports	us	on	a	number	of	positive	
engagement	projects	and	in	particular	on	
addressing	the	Health	and	Well	being	needs	of	
residents.	Debbie	continues	to	go	above	and	
beyond	her	role	to	support	residents	with	a	
whole	range	of	issues.

Regen- a-Tea
Currently	held	on	Wednesdays	1-4pm	at	the	
Rowans	Centre	but	we	will	reintroduce	the	
outdoors	pop-up	when	the	weather	permits.	
Regen-a-tea	offers	a	free	cup	of	tea	and	biscuits	
whilst	having	a	chat	about	
regeneration		latest	and	talk	
about	your	views	and	concerns.		
Keep	a	look	our	for	the	pop	ups	
on	the	sunnier	days!

Fly	Tipping	Poster	campaign
You	may	have	seen	our	
posters	around	the	estate.	
They	seem	to	have	made	
Some	impact	and	feedback	
from	residents	has	been	
positive.	

We	are	also	encouraging	
residents	to	report	anyone	
they	know	is	responsible	for	
fly	tipping.		Also	- and	more	importantly	- we	ask	
any	resident	who	is	guilty	of	fly	tipping	to	think	
about	the	impact	their	actions	have	on	their	
friends	and	neighbours.	

Regen-Art-Nation
This	art	project	– for	
young	people	aged	12	-
19	yrs - will	meet	on	
Tuesday	evenings	
starting	in	March

The Portacabin
Funding	has	been	agreed	for	the	portacabin and	it	
is	scheduled	to	be	in	place	this	spring	enabling	a	
whole	range	of	regeneration	activities	to	start.

The	aim	of	the	project	is	to	design	an	artistic	
wrap	to	go	around	the	portacabin and	young	
people	will	work	with	a	professional	artist	to	
develop	the	art	work.	Good	artistic	skills	aren’t	
necessary	but	a	creative	imagination	is	always	
welcome.		The	register	is	still	open!

x

Partnerships

x

RSG Small projects update

RSG update

Regeneration	sub-committee	meeting	
17.01.2019
The	sub-committee	agreed	the	Fullers	Slade	Key	
Resident	Charter	Principles.		These	principles	are	
an	initial	set	of	expectations	worked	up	from	
comments	raised	by	residents	over	the	last	year	
which	we	wanted	agreed.		They	are	only	the	first	
stage	in	the	process	and	the	RSG	will	be	working	
with	you	going	forward	to	develop	a	set	of	more	
detailed	requirements	to	be	negotiated	with	the	
Council.		The	Charter	Principles	are	available	on	
the	Facebook	page	or	contact	Pamela	from	PPCR.

RSG	Tenure	Specific	Workshops
The	different	tenure	groups	- Private	Tenants,	
Housing	Association	Tenants,	Homeowners	and	
Council	Tenants	- are	each	represented	on	
the RSG, but	as	their regeneration	concerns are	
very	different	the	RSG	decided	to	hold	
workshops	for	each	tenure	and	use	these	as	a	
way	of	bringing	people	together to	share	and	
discuss	their	concerns	and	to set	up an RSG	sub-
group to	represent	the	needs	of	their	tenure	
group	within	the	regeneration	process.	

See	separate	boards	for	each	tenure…



APPROACH 3
PARTIAL REDEVELOPMENT

Key Features

• Some existing homes would be retained, some would be demolished 
and new homes would be built.

• Possible refurbishment of retained MK Council owned homes.
• Rowans Centre retained or possibly new community facilities provided 

by the park. 
• Some investment in amenities and open spaces.

14

These are the approaches that emerged from discussions 
with residents last year.

APPROACH 4
FULL REDEVELOPMENT

Key Features;

• All existing homes would be demolished and replaced with new homes.
• Further new homes are provided.
• New shops and community centre provided.

APPROACH 2
REFURBISHMENT & INFILL DEVELOPMENT

Key Features;

• Maintenance programme on council properties (as per approach 1)
• Refurbishment of MK Council owned homes such as new roof, new 

cladding, enhanced insulation (detail to be defined).  
• Some infill development.
• Possible offer of cost price for private owner refurbishment.

APPROACH 1
NO REDEVELOPMENT
 
Key Features:

• No change to existing buildings.  
• No new buildings.
• MK Council maintenance programme to council owned homes continues 

as normal.
• No investment from private sector.

APPROACHES TO BUILDINGS & OPEN SPACE
ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES FOR FULLERS SLADE



YOUR FULLERS SLADE
APPROACH TO REGENERATION 1 
NO REDEVELOPMENT

15

The first approach to consider in any regeneration is what does the council need to invest over the 
next 30 years to retain the existing homes.

With this approach, homes will continue to be maintained by MKC as at present. There will be no additional 
estate improvements or refurbishment. The plan below shows the existing Fullers Slade layout.

Key Features:

• No change to existing buildings.  
• No new buildings.
• MK Council maintenance 

programme to council owned 
homes continues as normal.

• No investment from private 
sector.

• Minimal disruption.

Park space, 
Pocket Parks, 
Private Gardens

Landscape Buffer/ 
Natural Area

Existing Buildings

Existing 
Community 
Buildings

Redway Cycle 
Route

Existing Shops

PLAN KEY

Maintenance required 
by MKC over the next 30 
Years

• 281 Window replacements UPVC double 
gazed

• 403 Door replacements UPVC composite 
front doors

• 1100 Bathrooms 
• 964 Kitchens small/med/large
• 2691 Electrical works 5 year elec test
• 6448 External works, fencing, walls, 

roofs, Balconies, security entry and 
decorations

• 903 Boiler/heating replacements
 
In addition there will be day to day reactive 
repairs, works to void properties and 

accessibility adaptations as  necessary.

RESIDENTS COMMENTS 
FROM NOVEMBER 2018 

DESIGN DROP-IN:

What do you dislike about this approach?

Any other comments?

What do you like about this approach?

How would you improve this approach?

• The green spaces are retained
• Good houses, just need maintaining
• I can stay as I am, no need to move

• Community is fine
• Valid option if engagement doesn’t work

• Do lots of work to improve the existing 
estate

• Better maintenance
• Managing tenancies properly

• Build old folks home
• No way to improve

• A sped up maintenance programme

• The housing is in an appalling state
• Currently feels forgotten & no 

maintenance
• Cant carry on like this

• The dark from the shadow of the trees is
depressing

• The estate needs redevelopment
• Poor design of current properties

• Everything
• Nothing

• Homes too cold & damp
• Windows don’t fit

• Too much neglect in the past by the 
Council

• Lots of unused open space. Attracts 
rubbish & dog mess

• Nothing to do, park not enough play
equipment

• Not cost effective

Sketch Aerial View

Sketch Plan
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YOUR FULLERS SLADE
APPROACH TO REGENERATION 2 
INFILL DEVELOPMENT

16

Key Features:

• Maintenance programme on council properties (as per 
approach 1)

• Refurbishment of MK Council owned homes such as new 
roof, new cladding, enhanced insulation (detail to be 
defined).  

• Tenants would need to move out when this work is done.
• No demolition.
• Some infill development.

Please join the architects at the workshop tables if you would like to discuss this approach in more 
detail.

Park space, 
Pocket Parks, 
Private Gardens

Landscape Buffer/ 
Natural Area

New Buildings

Existing Buildings

Existing 
Community 
Buildings

New Roads

Redway Cycle 
Route

Existing Shops

PLAN KEY

Sketch Aerial View

Sketch Plan

RESIDENTS COMMENTS 
FROM NOVEMBER 2017 
INCORPORATED:

1 Existing Spider Park retained

2 All existing homes retained 

3 Rowans Centre & Shops retained

4 New homes built on sites suggested 
by residents

RESIDENTS COMMENTS 
FROM NOVEMBER 2018 

DESIGN DROP-IN:

What do you dislike about this approach?

Any other comments?

What do you like about this approach?

How would you improve this approach?

• Deliverable
• Preserves existing communities

there is too much spare space at the 
moment

• Provides additional homes
• Improvements to existing homes

• I can stay where I am.
• A good refurbishment would be great. It
leaves spacious homes with lots of green.

• This is my preferred approach. I 
understand people want new houses but 

as a home owner I want to keep mine.
• Less disruptive.

• MKC tenants get better housing and no
disruption for homeowners.

• Need houses not flats
• Different options for affordable housing

• Improve brickwork car port areas
• Offer homeowners help to refurb to keep

more uniform.

• Staying in the same house as I am in now
• Not enough rebuilding

• Are they going to last another 30 years?
• Is it cost effective?

• Trees are causing a major problem.
• Existing does not look good.
• Will look a mess, disjointed.

• Poor use of space, no-one benefits.
• Homes not worth refurbishing.
• Not sure about the road layout.

• I don’t like the idea of housing on all the
green areas on the estate.

• I like the cul-de-sacs as they are.
• Don’t want to be decanted while

refurbishment going on.

• Need more info on scope of works /
infrastructure / schools / doctors

• Last resort
• Decant plan for homeowners

• Offer of cost price for homeowners
• Treatment of non MKC homes must be

addressed
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• Fewer flats.
• More shared ownership.
• Consider cul-de-sacs.

• Opportunities for private gardens.
• Shops need to be updated like the 

houses.
• Make layout less grid like.

Moorfoot

Weavers Hill

This shows a layout which lends itself to a mixture 
of development and retention of the existing. 

YOUR FULLERS SLADE
APPROACH TO REGENERATION 3 
PARTIAL REDEVELOPMENT
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Please join the architects at the workshop tables 
if you would like to discuss this approach in 
more detail.

RESIDENTS COMMENTS 
FROM NOVEMBER 2017 
INCORPORATED:

1 Retain a central park in the same place 
as the current Spider Park.

2 Linear green “fingers” extending from 
central park

3 Retain Rowans Centre

4 Divert main access road away from 
park
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Park space, 
Pocket Parks, 
Private Gardens

Landscape Buffer/ 
Natural Area

New Buildings

Existing Buildings

Existing 
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Buildings
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Redway Cycle 
Route

Existing Shops

PLAN KEY

Key Features:

• Some existing homes would be retained, some would be demolished and 
new homes would be built

• Refurbishment of retained MK Council owned homes as per approach 2.
• Rowans Centre retained or possibly new community facilities provided 

by the park. 
• Some investment in amenities and open spaces.
• There will be some disruption where demolition and/ or new build 

occurs.

Sketch Aerial View

Sketch PlanRESIDENTS COMMENTS 
FROM NOVEMBER 2018 

DESIGN DROP-IN:

• Lower impact on green space.
• Reflects existing estate layout.

• Keeping houses at Weavers Hill end. 
These are less damp and better location.

• Retention of green space.
• Some good ideas.

• I can stay where I am in Moorfoot.
• Rowans staying.

What do you like about this approach? What do you dislike about this approach?

How would you improve this approach?

Any other comments?

• Stuck in my old house.
• The buildings look like prison blocks.

• Significant disruption, impact on 
communities, timescales.

• Too many homes.
• Road doesn’t need to be moved.

• Makes no sense to move into another 
home. Stigma of old style homes.
• Rigid pattern, little character.

• Not enough change.
• Existing does not look good.

• Wont look nice - old houses next to new
houses.

• The treatment of non-MKC homes must 
be addressed.



YOUR FULLERS SLADE
APPROACH TO REGENERATION 4
FULL REDEVELOPMENT

20

• OK if MKC help me with my move.
• Will there be a rent increase?

Key Features:

• All existing homes would be 
demolished and replaced with new 
homes

• Further new homes are provided
• New shops and community centre 

provided
• More lengthy and disruptive than 

other options.

This shows a layout that would be possible if all the 
existing homes were to be redeveloped. 

RESIDENTS COMMENTS 
FROM NOVEMBER 2017 
INCORPORATED:

1 An enlarged central park is provided in 
the same place as the current Spider Park.

2 Linear green “fingers” extend from the 
central park, creating pedestrian routes and 
views to the park from various points.

3 The main road through Fullers 
Slade has been redirected and curved to 
discourage speeding

Park space, 
Pocket Parks, 
Private Gardens

Landscape Buffer/ 
Natural Area

New Buildings

Possible locations 
for shops and 
community 
facilities

Slade Lane 
Redirected

Redway Cycle 
Route

PLAN KEY

*

Please join the architects at the workshop tables 
if you would like to discuss this approach in 
more detail.

* *
*
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• Keeps a lot of green space.
• Car parking good.

• Curve works better.
• Innovative design – “MKDC spirit”

• I like everything
• New Community Centre

• Focal point on the green encourages
community & meeting people.

• Central play area. Safer for children.
• Will make area look very nice.

• Great use of space and more accessible.
• Like the crescent road layout.

• Embracing feel to it.
• Road move is good.

• Significant disruption
• Impact on communities

• Timescales
• Impact on mature tree cover

• Don’t lose Rowans.
• Too many houses.

• Awful. Don’t like circles.
• I don’t like the layout.

• Don’t like the back to back gardens.
• Not suitable for me as I can’t 

get another mortgage.

What do you like about this approach?

What do you dislike about this approach?

RESIDENTS COMMENTS 
FROM NOVEMBER 2018 

DESIGN DROP-IN:

• How will you help homeowners?
• Less houses and more space around 

them.
• The alleys behind the back garden are a 

good idea but they need to be secured.
• Make sure there is enough parking for 

visitors.
• Create dog walking areas.

• Put shops, Community Centre and 
Rowans together.

How would you improve this approach?

Any other comments?Sketch Aerial View

Sketch Plan



22YOUR FULLERS SLADE
TYPICAL EXISTING HOUSE

This board shows a typical existing 3 bed house for 
5 people. We know that many homes have been 
altered over the years and so your home might not 
be quite like this.

Many residents have asked what the new 
homes would be like if residents choose to 

go ahead with regeneration. Residents have 
said that they are concerned that the new 
homes might be smaller than the existing 

homes.

MK Council have promised that the new 
homes would be the same size or larger. On 

these boards and models we have shown 
one typical existing house and one typical 

new house so that the sizes of rooms can be 
compared.

We have made a model of a typical existing house. 
Please come and talk to the architects about your 
own house. How could your house be improved?

Ground Floor Plan

First Floor Plan Second Floor Plan

Existing gardens vary in 
size from around 30.5m2  

to 51.9m2

1m 2m 3m 4m 5m 6m0mdata:image/
jpeg;base64,/

9j/4AAQSkZJR-
gABAgEASA-
BIAAD/7QA-

sUGhvdG9zaG-
9wIDMu-



Wheelchair Access

Residents have asked about wheelchair 
access. Doors are all wide enough for 
wheelchairs and there is an option to 
put in a through floor lift or a stair lift. 
The entrance doors are level so that 
wheelchairs can get in easily.

The new houses would be designed to the Lifetime Homes 
Standard. This is a design standard aimed at making sure the 
house will be suitable for residents as their needs change 
through their lives, for example if they need to use wheelchairs.

23YOUR FULLERS SLADE
TYPICAL NEW HOUSE

This board shows what a typical new 3 bed house 
for 5 people might be like. Please note that this 
is just an illustration to show a typical size and 
layout. The final designs would be different to this 
and we would develop the design with residents if 
residents choose to go ahead with regeneration.

The same internal layout of a house can have a variety of 
different designs on the outside. The photographs below show 
some similar houses built recently by Shepheard Epstein Hunter.Through Floor Lift

Some residents have said that they would 
like to have access to their gardens from 

the rear. That is what is shown here.

This line shows 
the length that 

the garden 
would be if 

there was no 
rear access.

Ground Floor Plan First Floor Plan

Dining Room & 
Living Room

Kitchen

Store 1

Store 2

Sq. m Proposed House

24

6.3

1

Bedroom 2

Bedroom 3

Hall & Stairs (1+2+3)

Bathroom 1

Existing House

0.9

12

12

6

30.2

1.2

Bedroom 1

Dining Room 

Kitchen

Store 1

Store 2

9.3

10.8

1.5

Bedroom 2

Bedroom 3

Hall & Stair

Bathroom 1

0.9

12

14.1

7

15.7

2.5

Bedroom 1

Sq. m

Living Room 

Bathroom 1 3.3 Bathroom 1 3.9

15.8

Area Comparison Table

Rear Garden (Maximum)

Rear Garden (Minimum)

First, Second and Third 
Floor Gross Internal 
Area

51.9

30.5

95.8

Rear Garden

First and Second Floor 
Gross Internal Area

55.5

98.6

Plot Area (Maximum) 134.2 Plot Area 150.6

Plot Area (Minimum) 112.9

Front Garden & 
Parking Area

37.1 Front Garden & 
Parking Area

37.8

Sq. ft

258.3

67.8

10.8

9.7

129.2

129.2

64.6

325.1

12.9

35.5

558.6

328.3

1031.2

1444.5

1215.2

399.3

100.1

116.3

16.1

9.7

129.2

151.8

75.3

169

26.9

Sq. ft

42

170.1

597.4

1061.3

1621

406.9

Stair Lift

1m 2m 3m 4m 5m 6m0m



24YOUR FULLERS SLADE
TYPICAL EXISTING FLAT

Image capture: Apr 2009 © 2019 Google

Fullers Slade, England

 Google

Street View - Apr 2009

63 Woolmans

Image capture: Apr 2009 © 2019 Google

Fullers Slade, England

 Google

Street View - Apr 2009

Moorfoot

Image capture: Apr 2009 © 2019 Google

Fullers Slade, England

 Google

Street View - Apr 2009

1 Shepherds

This board shows a typical existing 2 bed flat for 
3 people. We know that many homes have been 
altered over the years and so your home might not 
be quite like this.

Many residents have asked what the new 
homes would be like if residents choose to 

go ahead with regeneration. Residents have 
said that they are concerned that the new 
homes might be smaller than the existing 

homes.

MK Council have promised that the new 
homes would be the same size or larger. On 

these boards and models we have shown one 
typical existing flat and one typical new flat 
so that the sizes of rooms can be compared.

We have made a model of a typical existing flat. 
Please come and talk to the architects about your 
own flat. How could your flat be improved?

First Floor Plan

1m 2m 3m 4m 5m 6m0m
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25YOUR FULLERS SLADE
TYPICAL NEW FLAT

This board shows what a typical new 2 bed flat 
for 4 people might be like. Please note that this 
is just an illustration to show a typical size and 
layout. The final designs would be different to this 
and we would develop the design with residents if 
residents choose to go ahead with regeneration.

The new flat is not exactly the same type as the 
existing because it is designed for 4 people rather 
than 3.

The same internal layout of a flat can have a variety of different 
designs on the outside. The photographs below show some 
similar flats built recently by Shepheard Epstein Hunter.

The new flats would all have access to 
outside space either as a private garden 

(on the ground floor), or as a balcony (on 
upper floors)

First Floor Plan

The new flats would be designed to the Lifetime Homes 
Standard. This is a design standard aimed at making sure the 
flats will be suitable for residents as their needs change through 
their lives, for example if they need to use wheelchairs.

Acoustics

Noise transfer (acoustics) 
is now controlled using 
sound absorbing materials 
and acoustic insulation to 
a better standard than in 
1970s homes.

Kitchen/ Living/ 
Dining Room

Single Bedroom

Double Bedroom

Sq. m Proposed Flat (2b4p)

26.5

6.3

11.5

Store 1

Store 2

Store 3

Existing Flat (2b3p)

4

2

1

0.2

Bathroom

Kitchen/ Living/ Dining

Twin Bedroom

Double Bedroom

Bathroom

28.8

14.7

12.5

Hall

4.2

2

10

Store

Sq. m

Hall 5

Area Comparison Table

Sq. ft

285.2

67.8

123.8

43.1

21.5

10.8

2.2

310

158.2

134.5

45.2

21.5

107.6

Sq. ft

53.8

Balcony (none) 00 Balcony 4.447.4

Gross Internal Floor 
Area

58.3627.5 Gross Internal Floor 
Area

75.9817

Graphic by
Saint-Gobain
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Use Class Accessibility Zone

Zone 1
Note: for CMK and Campbell Park 
the parking standards in the CMK 
Business Neighbourhood Plan ap-
ply (see Appendix C)

Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4

C1 - Hotels and hostels 1 per 3 bedrooms + A3 + D2 1 per 2 bedrooms + A3 + D2 1 per 2 bedrooms + A3 + D2 1 per 1 bedroom + A3 + D2

C2 - Residential Institutions
Care Homes

1 per 6 bedspaces or most 
appropriate D1 standard

Assessed on a case by case basis subject to forecast number of car owning residents 
which will be based on the level of care offered. Institutions marketed to able bodied 
people (e.g. over 60s) will be expected to provide parking at a rate  of 1/8 bedrooms in 
Zones 1-2 and 1/4 in Zones 3-4. 
All institutions should provide visitor parking at a rate of  1/6 bedrooms in Zones 1-2 and 
1/4 bedrooms in Zones 3-4 and one for every resident warden.

C2A - Secure residential Institutions Owing to the different types of institution which could fall into this category and the potential differences between 
new-builds and extensions, development will be considered case by case.

Student Accommodation 
halls of residence

1 per 3 staff 1 per 6 students where 
linked to Travel Plan 
measures + 1 per 2 staff

Assessed on merit – central 
locations easily accessible 
to University Campus MK 
likely to be more sustainable 
in encouraging sustainable 
travel 
1/4 students + 1 per staff

Not suitable in this location.

C2 - Hospital (in patients) 1 per 6 FTE staff + 1 per 5 
beds

1 per 6 FTE staff
+ 1 per 4 beds

1 per 4 FTE + and 1
per 3 beds

1 per 4 FTE staff +
1 per 3 beds

C2 - Hospital (out patients) 1 per 6 FTE staff +
1 per consulting
room

1 per 6 FTE staff +
1 per consulting
room

1 per 4 FTE staff +
1 per consulting
room

1 per 4 FTE staff +
1 per consulting
room

C3 - Residential Dwellings (per unit)
 z 1 bedroom dwellings 1 1+0.33 unallocated 1+0.33 unallocated 1+0.33 unallocated

 z 2 bedroom flat 1 1+0.33 unallocated 1+0.75 unallocated 1+0.75 unallocated

 z 2 bedroom dwellings 1 1+0.33 unallocated 2+0.25 unallocated 2+0.25 unallocated

 z 3 bedroom dwellings 2 2+0.33 unallocated 2+0.5 unallocated 2+0.5 unallocated

 z 4+ bedroom dwellings 2 2+0.33 unallocated 2+0.5 unallocated 3+0.33 unallocated

Table 1 - continued
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+ 1 per 4 beds

1 per 4 FTE + and 1
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1 per 3 beds
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1 per 6 FTE staff +
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room

1 per 4 FTE staff +
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room

C3 - Residential Dwellings (per unit)
 z 1 bedroom dwellings 1 1+0.33 unallocated 1+0.33 unallocated 1+0.33 unallocated

 z 2 bedroom flat 1 1+0.33 unallocated 1+0.75 unallocated 1+0.75 unallocated

 z 2 bedroom dwellings 1 1+0.33 unallocated 2+0.25 unallocated 2+0.25 unallocated
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Table 1 - continued
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We have appointed an independent travel and transport consultant.

Called Independent Transport Planning Ltd. - based in Birmingham.

They assess each possible option in regards travel movement by car, bus, bike or walking.

Each option has been initially assessed, and recommendations are made:

 o This, in varying degrees, means increasing the regularity of the buses

 o Better access to the highways onto and off the main highways servicing Fullers Slade

 o Better “red ways” which enable cycling to other part of the City, or elsewhere

 o Future proofing any new developments with electric charging capability 

Recorded collision locations

Fullers Slade, Milton Keynes – Briefing Note 
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2.3 The neighbourhood is bounded by the A5 trunk road to the north-east, H1 Ridgeway 
to the north-west, H2 Millers Way to the south-east, and V4 Watling Street to the 
southwest, as shown in Figure 2-2. Existing vehicular access to Fullers Slade is via Slade 
Lane to either H1 Ridgeway or H2 Millers Way, with no direct access onto V4 Watling 
Street or the A5. 

Figure 2-2: Local highway network 

 

Source: Open Street Map 

2.4 H1 Ridgeway is currently severed by the A5 and therefore locally only serves as an 
access into Fullers Slade and neighbouring Galley Hill. V4 Watling Street and H2 Millers 
Way fulfil the traditional grid road function, carrying vehicles to destinations across 
Milton Keynes. 

2.5 Reviewing typical peak traffic conditions for this network surrounding Fullers Slade, no 
specific capacity issues have been identified, with the roads operating well with 
apparent spare capacity. The location of the neighbourhood on the periphery of Milton 
Keynes and the proximity to the A5 means that there are not the same pressures on 
highway capacity that are seen closer to Central Milton Keynes 

  

A5 

H1 Ridgeway 

V4 Watling Street 

H2 Millers Way 

N 

Galley Hill 
Roundabout 

Kiln Farm 
Roundabout 

Local Highway Network

Fullers Slade, Milton Keynes – Briefing Note 
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Highway Adoption 
2.18 The streets, footpaths and redways within Fullers Slade are adopted by the local 

highway authority – Milton Keynes Council – as shown in Figure 2-7. Any alteration will 
therefore require formal stopping up procedures. 

Figure 2-7: Adopted highway 

 

Source: My Milton Keynes (Milton Keynes Council) 

Collision Data 
2.19 Reviewing the recorded collision locations for the most recent publicly available five-

year period, shown in Figure 2-8, it can be seen that, excluding those that take place on 
the A5, the majority of collisions have occurred on H2 Millers Way. 

2.20 Of the nine collisions that occurred on H2 Millers Way, four occurred at the junction 
with Slade Road – the access to Fullers Slade. Three involved two vehicles and were 
classified as ‘slight’ in nature in each case. The single ‘serious’ incident involved a single 
motorcycle and no other vehicle. 

Adopted Highway

Fullers Slade, Milton Keynes – Briefing Note 
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Figure 2-8: Recorded collision locations (2013-17) 

 

Source: crashmap.co.uk 

2.21 The junction is located on a straight section of H2 Millers Way with good visibility from 
all arms. Slade Lane joins on the outside of a shallow bend with a wide verge. H2 
Millers Way is subject to the national speed limit with no physical restraint and there is 
also extensive visibility from Slade Lane meaning that speed and vehicles failing to stop 
when pulling out from Slade Lane are likely to be factors in the collisions. 

2.22 Of the three collisions recorded within Fullers Slade, all three involved pedestrians. It is 
unclear why these are all located along this no-through route when the design of the 
streets is not noticeably different to other streets within the neighbourhood. 

Fullers Slade, Milton Keynes – Briefing Note 
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3. Western Expansion Area Interaction 
3.1 The Western Expansion Area is the largest allocated development site in Milton Keynes 

and consists of 6,800 dwellings and 15.5 hectares of employment land. Build-out of the 
site is underway with up to 665 dwellings expected to be completed during the 
2018/19 period1. 

3.2 Figure 3-1 shows the proximity of Fullers Slade to the Western Expansion Area, 
separated only by V4 Watling Street. The relationship of Fullers Slade with Milton 
Keynes Central is also shown – a distance of approximately four kilometres. 

Figure 3-1: Regeneration area environs 

 

Source: Google Earth 

  

                                                 
1 https://www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/planning-and-building/growing-mk/western-expansion-area-wea?chapter=4  

Western Expansion Area

Fullers Slade, Milton Keynes – Briefing Note 
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3.3 Figure 3-2 shows the development parcels of the Western Expansion Area taken from 
the Development Framework SPD. It should be noted that the final layout may have 
been somewhat updated by subsequent planning applications, however the broad 
form remains the same. 

Figure 3-2: Western Expansion Area proposed footpath and highway network 

 

Source: Western Expansion Area Development Framework SPD 

Fullers Slade  
Regeneration Area 

Western Expansion Area Plan

YOUR FULLERS SLADE
TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT

Extract from Milton Keynes Parking Standards 2016



27YOUR FULLERS SLADE
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT NEXT STEPS

Following this Design Workshop the possible approaches will be reviewed again as a result of comments 
made by residents. We will also look at development costs in more detail as we develop viable options 
from the outline approaches.

Refurbishment approaches

We will be looking in more detail at how the refurbishment work 
can be achieved safely and with the minimum of inconvenience to 
residents. 

We will also be looking carefully at what the extent of the 
refurbishment will be. For example many residents have asked 
us whether or not refurbishment would include the roads, 
pavements and driveways, as these are in poor condition. We 
need to check if this will be affordable. 

Residents have also asked us what their homes might look like 
once the refurbishment is finished and how long the refurbished 
homes will be guaranteed for. We will look at what options and 
guarantees are available and how much this will cost. 

Some illustrations from a similar refurbishment are shown on the 
right.

New build approaches

In the event today we have explored what a typical new home 
and flat might look like and we have shown outline approaches of 
where new homes might be located on Fullers Slade. 

The next stage will be to look more closely at the mix of different 
types of home and the total number of homes that will be 
required. For example, our initial costings indicate that more 
homes will be required than currently shown on Approach 4 to 
make this financially viable. We have previously looked at an 
alternative layout that provided more homes, but residents were 
not happy with the number of flats that were being provided, 
particularly around the proposed central park. 

Over the coming months we will work with residents to see if a 
further option can be developed that is both financially viable 
and capable of being supported by the community.
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT NEXT STEPS

Following this Design Workshop the possible 
approaches will be reviewed again as a result of 
comments made by residents.  We will also look 
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YOUR FULLERS SLADE 
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT NEXT STEPS
New build options

In the event today we have explored what a 
typical new home and flat might look like and 
we have shown outline approaches of where 
to put new homes on Fullers Slade.   

The next stage will be to look again at the 
mix of different types of home and the total 
number of homes that will be required.  Our 
initial costings indicate that more homes will 
be required than currently shown on 
Approach 4 to make this financially viable.
We have previously looked at an alternative 
layout that is more viable, but residents were 
not happy with the number of flats that were 
being provided, particularly around the 
proposed central park. 

Over the coming months we will work with 
the residents to see if a further option can be 
developed that is both financially viable and 
supported by the residents.  

Above, plan and view of earlier design showing 
more homes provided
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Before Refurbishment

After Refurbishment

Above, plan and view of earlier version of approach 4 
showing more homes provided


